
Mid-May 

I had two couchsurfers stay (actually three, but one left after a day) for about a week... This derived 

from what we originally planned as two or three days. One was T, a radically cool hippie woman from 

California (mom, you met her on the phone!), and she’d just burned or sold all that she’d had after her 

boyfriend broke up with her, taking the house that she’d designed and built.  She’s now in Europe for 

no one knows how long. Craig was the other, an artist from Texas (and yes, you know he's from 

Texas), and he’d just recently decided to be living his month six months at home as an artist,  and six 

months traveling. Craig helped me begin smoke cigarettes and T helped me be more dirty and hippy 

like. Craig ended up forcing himself to leave because, as he put it, he never would have on account of 

all our partying. 

 

We had a couchsurfing MST3K & slumber party, and spent a lot of time in parks, drinking wine and 

playing music and singing and having a great time.  They came to class with me a couple times and the 

whole class we just sang and hung out. Gotta love French school. 



 

Anyway, we ended up deciding to go to Lyon to visit those kids I met in Madrid, since it was a long 

weekend from school, so off we went, sticking our thumbs up on the side of the road. We were a very 

cliché sight, hippy woman lady waving the sign around while we played guitar and harmonica on the 

curb to pass the time. It was a lot of fun, actually. We would’ve been doing that anyway to pass the 

time.

 

Lyon was also very beautiful, with a good amount to see. Lots of polar bear and lion statues.. I had a 

great time seeing the friends I’d made such a connection with in April, and I was content that I’d 

gone. I should’ve gone alone, but it’s all good. 



Anyway, this was a great couchsurfing experience ; one I’m not likely to forget. 

Our apartment's a mess as we figure out moving out and such. School's over this week; we're having a 

huge party in class on Thursday, and a huge one on Friday night after our group dinner. The year's 

coming to a close. 



Late May 

As the school year ended, I planned my last adventure. Before that, though, we had one last big CSU 

dinner planned at a restaurant. I didn’t realize it’d be a nice restaurant (or did I ? the CSU IP program is 

so cheap), though, or I wouldn’t have worn my camo shorts and torn up hemp button up. Afterwards, 

we threw a huge party where our program director’s husband and older son came and… partied… with 

us. It was great. By the end of the night, half the party was jumping in the Rotonde (the fountain of 

Aix !) and crying and being emotional and blah blah. 

 

Anyway, it was time to leave on my trip ! Traveling alone in April opened me up to traveling and 

meeting people, and I was dead set on getting another chance to do this before I was stuck going to 

Alaska when I geo home. So, I found a 10euro plane ticket back to Mainz, Germany, and took it from 

there. Here’s what happened : 

I met Mathias at the Frankfurt Hahn airport waiting for the bus to Mainz. He spoke amazing English 

and when I asked why, he said he spent three months in Chino Hills ; ironically enough.  I stayed with 

Inga again in Mainz and, meeting up with her Iraqi friend (she called me a « cool emmy ») we 

continued passing the time with lots of drinks and fun.  

 



I also spent a lot of time with Nicole and her roommates. They were a lot of fun and helped me learn a 

bit of German.  

I ended up going out with Mathias a few days later for cocktails with some of his buds. Got plenty 

drunk and passed a grand moment. It turned out Mathias and his bud were driving to Saarbrucken, a 

city near the border of Germany and France, just a few days later and said they’d give me a ride. 

Having planned to hitchhike all the way to Paris anyway, I took it. 

Saarbrucken was great. I stayed with Matthias’ sister, even for two nights after he left, and her 

boyfriend. Her boyfriend, Lukas, was a great guy who hung out with me a lot and gave me free food 

and beer at the pub he worked at while I waited for his girlfriend to get back from her school 

winetasting.  He also taught me a good amount of German. Before he left, Matthias gave me a ton of 

music. He was a musician of Irish.. music. We (Matthias, Lukas, and I) also jammed in Lukas’ rented 

studio with a few electric guitars, bass, and a drumset. I never knew I could play drums. It’s funny how 

Germany likes rock and metal, none of Southern Europe seems to (maybe a little bit of Spain ?). 

 

So after researching a bit on the internet, off I went hitching to Paris. Some French-speaking German 

businessman who loved Americans for how hard they worked to solve problems, took me to Metz, just 

past the border, and left me to wander around for 8 hours after I realized the spot that he’d said was 

great for hitching sucked. 

 



As I wandered depressed up and down the freeway hours and hours later (a French dude with a ponytail 

as well left me in the middle of the freeways, saying I’d have better luck there), I was about to look for 

a campsite in the [beautiful] fields behind me, an older woman picked me up. She said I’d looked so 

worn out that she had to help me. Long story short, I ended up going to her house for dinner with her 

family (she had two sons my age and the funniest husband I think I’d ever met) and slept over the 

night. A little unofficial this trip had become, as opposed to all my prior couchsurfing. 

So her husband leaves me at a paystation the next day (a GREAT place to hitchhike in France, because 

all cars must pass through them), and after twenty minutes a German truckdriver picks me up. Turns 

out he spoke no French and very little English, so I quietly thanked Lukas and Nicole and her 

roommates for teaching me some basic German. We communicated « how far » and « where » pretty 

decently. He was a quiet guy, but a good guy nonetheless. 

 

After that, I was halfway to Paris in comparison to where I was in Metz. After declining the offer of a 

ride from some sketchy looking French kids in the bathrooms at the paystation, I got picked up by a 

Spanish church caravan (three vans, all circling around France ; their final destination was Paris). Turns 

out the guy I was sitting next to spoke very little French and no English and talked to me in Spanish, so 

I got to complete the circle of languages I know by talking to him in the little Spanish I know.  

All in all, this hitchhiking experience was a great conclusion to my year. I spoke French the majority of 

it, after learning it for a year, I’d officially learned it enough to do what I wanted and needed. I spoke 

enough German to communicate important details, and I spoke/understood enough Spanish to be 



friendly with this bald dude next to me in this church car.  If only the one Swede who spoke no English 

or French picked me up, it would have been complete. 

In Paris, I left Laure’s apartment only once in two and a half days : to go to the A Wilhelm Scream 

concert. I’m not going to lie ; their new album highlighted the beginning of my year abroad, and now 

my last week in this country I see them live. Not a big big deal, but kind of symbolical, mileston-ical in 

my mind. Also met up with an American named Alex, a dude me and John met in Stockholm, at the 

concert. Ironic that all the punk guys go to France. AWS was happy to talk to some Americans, at least 

I think. 

After that, I took a train to Toulouse. I would have hitchhiked, but the fact is that’s a lot of stress and 

energy (especially from a city like Paris) and I really just wanted to see Mariana. I also had a plane to 

catch in less than a week, so if I’d messed that up… 

 

Toulouse was an awesome college town. It was too bad we stayed with a chill couchsurfer and not a 

partier, or else we could have experienced it all a little better… No worries, though, we still got to see 

the music and couch festival, check out the river and parks, the cathedral (woohoo), and spend time 

together. I think I finally figured out how I like to travel… 

We bid farewell to our lovely couchsurfer and made our way back to Aix. There, I had one last night of 

drinking and smoking with most of my best friends from the last year. We went to go swim in the 

Rotonde, but it was raining. Then I went home. 


